SOUNDS OF THE EIGHTIES
THE LATE '80s: TAKE TWO

1. Change of Heart ~ Cyndi Lauper
2. Together Forever ~ Rick Astley
3. Everywhere ~ Fleetwood Mac
4. Electric Blue ~ Icehouse
5. Don't Disturb This Groove ~ The System
6. I'll Always Love You ~ Taylor Dayne
7. Say You Will ~ Foreigner
8. Eternal Flame ~ Bangles
9. Shake You Down ~ Gregory Abbott
10. Don't Be Cruel ~ Cheap Trick
11. Nothin' But a Good Time ~ Poison
12. Hangin' Tough ~ New Kids on the Block
13. Buffalo Stance ~ Neneh Cherry
14. Parents Just Don't Understand ~ D.J. Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince
15. Girlfriend ~ Pebbles
16. Roni ~ Bobby Brown
17. Always ~ Atlantic Starr
18. Lost in Emotion ~ Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam
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